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What  if…?  What  if  the  number  of  Coronavirus  cases  is  not  accurate  and  is  actually
exaggerated by many times? What if the estimates are based on a flawed computer model?
What if the developer of the model has so admitted? What if the death certificates are being
modified to show more Coronavirus related deaths than actually exist? What if people who
were already dying of serious conditions like heart disease or diabetes or COPD are now
being counted as Coronavirus deaths because of the supposed presence of Coronavirus at
the time of death? What if hospitals are assuming people have Coronavirus just because
they exhibit one or more symptoms, like a cough or fever, even though no actual lab testing
is performed (presumptive diagnosis)? 

What if the CDC is as wrong about this virus as they were about Swine flu in 1976, or since
then  the  Bird  flu,  or  HIV  or  SARS  or  MERS?  What  if  the  Swine  Flu  Vaccine  injured  more
people than the Swine Flu itself and the program had to be stopped? What if you found out
that Fauci had very large financial ties to the Pharma agenda to provide vaccines, and that
is why he is not mentioning any possible way to treat the flu except vaccines? What if Fauci
has close financial connections to Bill (the computer and vaccine salesman) Gates? What if
natural immunity from a virus entering your system through the throat is far superior to a
synthetic chemical cocktail called a vaccine shot into your body with a needle? What if the
alleged COVID-19 deaths were mostly people who were already dying? What if your best
defense against all viruses was a healthy immune system? What if inexpensive things like
vitamins A, C and D3 could boost your immune system? What if Zinc and Selenium were
important to immune health? What if the people who play doctors on TV never mention the
importance of vitamins and minerals? 

What if “social distancing” really does not stop you from getting the virus, but only slows
down the transfer of the virus through the population? What if slowing down the transfer of
the virus, is just another way of prolonging the life of the virus and the ‘crisis’ and the
‘panic’ and the control of our lives?  What if wearing masks does not really stop the virus?
What if the virus can enter through your eyes and ears, which are connected to your mouth
and  throat?  What  if  the  virus  is  simply  a  seasonal  flu,  just  like  every  other  year,  and  the
crisis  is  a drastic  exaggeration,  to intentionally create a panic? What if  there really is
nothing to fear but fear itself?

What if the FED and the Treasury are bailing out major corporations and banks to the tune
of trillions of taxpayer backed fiat dollars, but it’s being called a Corona Virus Remediation
package? What if you get a $1,200 check, but then your share of the total bailout debt is 10
or 100 times higher? What if the FED is destroying the value and purchasing power of your
dollars and savings and retirement plans, by printing trillions of more money that only
benefit the rich and well connected? What if all of our financial markets are rigged? What if
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the stock market was about to crash on its own, but the crash is being falsely blamed on the
virus?

What if you stopped watching television, and actually started questioning the mainstream
reports and did some research for yourself on the internet? What if you found out that there
are many credible people and organizations that are questioning the mainstream reports?
What if we are being lied to? What if the lies are intentional? What if certain people are
going to gain financially from this crisis? What if there are people who will gain power over
us from the crisis? What if you went to Youtube and looked up the following people and
listened to the information they have about the ‘alleged crisis’ we are now enduring? 

What  if  their  names  were  DR  Ron  Paul,  and  he  was  calling  for  Fauci  to  be  fired?  Dr  John
Bergman? Dr Sherry Tenpenny? Dr Joseph Mercola? Dr Bruce Lipton? Dr David Brownstein?
Albert E. Carter? Investigative journalists Robert Scott Bell or Del Bigtree or Bill Sardi or
Daisy  Luther  or  Lew  Rockwell  or  Jack  Kerwick  or  Jon  Rappoport?  Or  economists  and
philosophers  Doug Casey  or  Peter  Schiff  or  Catherine  Austin  Fitz  or  Dr  Greg  Mannarino  or
Max Keiser or Lynette Zang or Larken Rose? What if these people and many others had
important information about what’s really happening in America and the world that you are
not  hearing on television or  radio  programs? What  if  these people could help you be
healthier? Or less fearful? Or happier? Or more Free? 

What if we are being bamboozled? What if our nation is being looted while we are staying
home and watching the daily fear porn on TV? What if it’s all a clever distraction? What if
the remaining freedoms and rights we didn’t lose after 911 are being stolen from us today in
broad daylight? What if our natural rights are being attacked and we are doing nothing to
defend them? What if  the virus is not our real  enemy? What if  we are so busy being
obedient little sheep that we will wake up too late? What if when we wake up, the America
we love is nowhere to be found? What if in the future, when you are old, and the children
ask  you what  you were  doing  when the  Greatest  Depression  began in  2019 and the
Constitution died an ugly death, and all you can tell them is that you were hiding at home
from a flu virus and watching reruns of Gilligan’s Island? 

What if?  

Kimberly Brady, MD, Douglas County
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